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software and computing group

convener → Frank Gaede (deputy Daniel Jeans)

subgroup coordinators:
Generator → Mikael Berggren, Junping Tian
Simulation → Daniel Jeans, Manqi Ruan
Reconstruction → Thomas Madlener, Adrian Irles
MC production → Hiroaki Ono, Ryo Yonamine



  

generator



  

generation of large SM ILC-250 samples now complete!
the last piece:

worked with WHIZARD
authors to fix jumps in
cross-section

1-year ILC-250
O(billion) events in O(100) channels



  

for future samples,

move to WHIZARD 3.x
→ NLO

some samples already produced
500 & 550 GeV di-Higgs
500 GeV ee → qq
500 GeV ee → ee



  

simulation



  

“usual” ILD

ILD with all-silicon tracker

TPC replaced by
CLIC-inspired
silicon outer tracker

new simulation models



  

Si-ILD usual ILD
conformal tracking usual ILD tracking

→ room for significant improvement in ILD tracking @ low-P

all-silicon ILD track reconstruction (Jan Klamka)



  

work in progress: ILD for a circular collider

ILD @ ILC

first attempt to incorporate 
FCCee MDI region



  

reconstruction



  

particle ID using ToF



  

MC production



  

mc2020 → large MC sample for ILC-250 to replace previous “DBD sample”
→ full SM sample
→ several times full ILC250 luminosity
→ “new” ILC-250 lumi spectrum (w.r.t. DBD samples)
→ overlay of “seeable pairs” and “γγ → hadrons”

WHIZARD 2.8.5
ilcsoft v02-02

now almost* completed, available for user analysis
*states with virtual photon initial states still need to be simulated/produced

https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/?ILDConfig=%5Ev02-02%24&Ecm=%5E250%24

data in DST format; some fraction of REC files (~10%) are also kept for possible future studies

an enormous multi-year effort from the generator and mc-production groups,

and the computing grid using → special mention to Andre Sailer / CERN
and the rest of the ilcdirac team

https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/?ILDConfig=%5Ev02-02%24&Ecm=%5E250%24


  

https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/mc-prod/prodmon/prodsum-mc2020.html



  

recently a few new samples for ILC-500
(previous full SM-500 produced for IDR)

→ recent WHIZARD v3.0.3
→ recent ilcsoft v02-02-03

reconstruction improvements, …
→ overlay of “seeable pairs” and “γγ → hadrons”

completed:
2f_hadronic ( ee → qq )
double higgs (500 & 550 GeV)

underway:
bhabha



  

software framework



  

ilcsoft: works, used in production
our workhorse for close to ~20 years

key4hep: software stack being developed jointly by 
several future collider detector studies
new event data model : EDM4hep
simulation model : DD4hep
reconstruction framework : Gaudi

1. support continuing use of ilcsoft

2. ilcsoft incorporated in the key4hep stack 
on the fly conversion lcio ↔ edm4hep
Marlin processors can be “wrapped” into the Gaudi workflow

3. eventually fully migrate to new framework



  

summary

- ILC-250 mc-2020 samples almost complete
→ multi-year process
→ several times ILC-250 integrated luminosity
→ use for physics studies for next “decade”

- moving to whizard3, 
pythia8 ? , ...

- new simulation models for optimisation studies

- new reconstruction techniques

- contributing to key4hep
→ preparing for smooth transition later


